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Worldwide sustainability is one of the most important topics 
in media, politics and society. In the debate about our future, 
forests are taking on a prominent position. Whether it be the 
rainforest, whose preservation we so desire, or the local forest, 
which we must protect against the results of hot summers.  
Wood is valuable for the climate.   
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WOODEN
FLOORING
HAS TO
BREATHE

Wood is a climate-neutral building material; 
after all, trees absorb carbon dioxide and give 
off oxygen. During its creation, wood uses up 
carbon dioxide, instead of producing more. 
This is why we offer coatings that meet the 
specific properties of wood as well as your 
personal requirements. Our Polyx®-Oil, for 
example, protects your wooden floor from 
the inside; it penetrates wood and allows it to 
"breathe".

COATINGS MUST SUIT WOOD: 
NATURAL PROTECTION FOR YOUR 
WOODEN FLOOR.

Polyx®-Oil supports a healthy living because 
Osmo only uses natural oils and waxes, such 
as sunflower and soybean oil. Polyx®-Oil 
is produced in our own plant in Münster – 

without any heavy metals, biocides, preser-
vatives or allergy-causing turpentine oils. 
Nevertheless, it offers optimal protection 
against dirt and scratches, and it is resistant 
to wine, beer and cola.

Varnishes, on the other hand, seal off the 
wood surface. This means that your wooden 
floor is less resistant to fluctuations in tem- 
perature and to moisture penetrating the 
wood through tiny cracks in the varnish.  
The solution: sand down your varnished floor 
and then treat it with a wood-friendly coating 
from Osmo. This gives you a sustainable 
solution, because our coatings can  
be applied again and again, and in turn 
require less work.

CREATE A GOOD FUTURE 
FOR HUMANS AND NATURE 
WITH OSMO



EXCITING 
ACCENTS 
ON WOOD

Polyx®-Oil  
Original
This clear wood coating 
in four different sheens 
uniquely combines the 
advantages of natural oils 
and waxes in one product. 
It protects all solid wood 
flooring, such as plank and 
strip, as well as cork floors.

Polyx®-Oil Effect 
Natural / Raw
You can create a very 
natural look with this 
transparent, matt wood 
stain. It is suitable for 
the protection and 
nearly invisible coating 
of light-coloured wood 
species in indoor areas, 
such as wooden floors 
and furniture.

Polyx®-Oil Effect  
Gold and Silver
This transparent, 
pigmented wood stain 
produces a unique surface 
effect. It decorates dark 
wooden floors, such as 
Smoked Oak or Walnut 
as well as dark stained 
wooden floors and dark 
furniture surfaces.

Polyx®-Oil  
Tints
Light-coloured wooden 
floors can be decorated 
with this transparent, satin 
wood coating. Available in 
the colours: 3040 White, 
3075 Black, 3067 Light 
Grey, 3071 Honey, 3073 
Terra, 3072 Amber and 
3074 Graphite.
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DO IT DIFFERENTLY!
ADD 
COLOUR!

RED, RED, RED  
IS ALL MY 
FURNITURE
BRING PURE LIFE ENERGY 
INTO YOUR HOME  
WITH OSMO FINISHES
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Colour mixture Light Red:
70 g Wood Wax Finish Red 3104
40 g Wood Wax Finish White matt 3186

Colour mixture Medium Red:
70 g Wood Wax Finish Red 3104
35 g Wood Wax Finish Yellow 3105

Colour mixture Dark Red:
90 g Wood Wax Finish Red 3104
12 g Wood Wax Finish Brown 3165
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Red is the colour of love, 
passion, fire and danger.  
No other colour has such  
a presence, such emo- 
tional power as red. None 
is so vivid. Do you love red? 
Would you like to feel this 
irrepressible energy around 
you? Then get your brushes 
going!

RED IS A STATEMENT.
 
Red attracts attention. It's a bold colour. For people 
with self-confidence and an opinion of their own. 
Think about which area of your life you would like to 
add a little red: give the table in the living room or 
the chest of drawers in the bedroom your favourite 
shade of red and put it in the spotlight.

RED IS NO STRANGER  
TO VARIETY.
 
Osmo Wood Wax Finish 3104 Red bundles all the 
power of colour. But, of course, our colours can be 
mixed with each other: add a little white to red and 
you get a light-hearted and dreamy, soft colour. Red 
with a dab of blue becomes flirty and self-confident. 
Deep and exquisite – red with a splash of black 
creates an elegant cosiness. A trace of green or 
yellow gives the red warmth so it has an activating 
and positive effect.

RED IS REALLY SIMPLE  
WITH OSMO.

Osmo Wood Wax Finish is not only flexible in terms 
of colour, but it is also easy to use and completely 
safe. The finish is suitable for wood, breathable and 
forms a wear-resistant and dirt repellent protective 
layer on floors, wall panelling, mouldings and beams, 
doors, furniture and children's toys. It is resistant to 
household chemicals as well as to both saliva and 
sweat. Your very own red.

LET US MIX YOUR
COLOR OF CHOICE: FROM
2.5 LITRES, WE CREATE
ANY CONCEIVABLE
COLOUR FOR YOU.
OF COURSE, THOSE
OUTSIDE THE RED 
SPECTRUM TOO.



THE MAIN ATTRACTION 
IN THE KIDS' ROOM

A games table is the centrepiece of every playroom.  
The more flexibly it can be used, the more popular it 

is for the wee ones. If you have school-age children, a 
multi-functional games table can be a perfect DIY project 
to keep the kids busy on a grey winter’s day. Parents or 

grandparents do the sawing and drilling; the children paint 
and glue.

GET CREATIVE 
WITH LEGOS 

AND MORE
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FUN WITH ART ON 
THE BLACKBOARD 

ELEMENT

WHAT'S 
NEEDED

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL GAMES 
TABLE WITH OSMO FINISHES

With edge-glued panels and finishes from Osmo, 
wonderful children’s furniture can be created. 
First, you need a edge-glued panel from Osmo, for 
example made of Spruce. High quality laminated 
wood is well suited to use in children’s bedrooms. 
This softwood comes from sustainably managed 
forests in Scandinavia. After cutting the necessary 
parts to size, coat the pieces with Osmo Wood Wax 
Finish. It is easy to apply, wear and stain-resistant 
as well as fast to saliva and perspiration, and allows 
the wood to breathe. The bold primary colours 3104 
Red, 3105 Yellow, 3125 Blue and 3131 Green are an 
excellent choice for children’s bedrooms.

CONVENIENT TOOLS AND 
ACCESSORIES FOR COATING 
WOOD

For finishing wood, it is best to use Osmo Flat Brush. 
To clean children’s hands coated in blue and green, 
grab Osmo Easy Clean cloths. The games table can 
be designed as your children please.  
Exact instructions plus details can be found under  
www.osmo.de/en/diy – Have fun! 

TOOLS:
> Drilling machine with wood drill bits
> Jigsaw, possibly a vice
> Long metal ruler
> Sandpaper (120 and 240 grit)
> Brushes
> Carpet knife

GAMES TABLE SURFACES:
> Lego baseplates
> Blackboard paint
> Mirror foil
> Furniture stickers as game  
   boards or table landscapes
> Cut-outs for bowls of various sizes

WWW.OSMO.DE/EN/DIY
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KÜCHEN-
OBERFLÄCHEN

AUS BETON ALS
 KONTRAST ZUM

HOLZFUSSBODEN. 

Cool concrete and warm wood complement each other 
wonderfully. Therefore, more and more people are combining 
these materials in their homes. Osmo always keeps a close 
eye on the market: we notice trends and respond quickly. As 
your natural oil experts, we can now also provide you with an 
oil for maintaining concrete. 
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CONCRETE SURFACES ALSO 
NEED PROTECTION.
Just like our products for wood surfaces, we 
have developed Osmo Concrete Oil based on 
natural oils and waxes, so that it is safe for you, 
your pets and your indoor plants. Clear satin 
Concrete Oil penetrates the concrete surface 
making the microporous surface water repellent, 
dirt and stain-resistant. 

CONCRETE OIL MAINTAINS 
ALL HOUSEHOLD SURFACES.
With our Concrete Oil, you have an oil for all 
concrete surfaces in your home: it is suitable for 
wall and floor surfaces as well as for tabletops, 
windowsills or worktops. It keeps your concrete 
surfaces beautiful and well-kept for a long time, 
especially in wet rooms, such as kitchens and 
bathrooms.

AT OSMO YOU CAN
ALSO RECEIVE ALL

TOOLS FOR 
CONCRETE OIL.

HOW TO APPLY  
THE OIL:
Apply Concrete Oil very thinly with Osmo Flat 
Brush, Floor Brush, Oil Finish Applicator Fleece 
or Microfibre Roller and spread well. Then 
remove any excess material with a pad or a lint-
free cloth. For larger areas, use Osmo Floor-
Xcenter, which is available from Osmo dealers. 
After approx. 8 to 10 hours’ drying time, the 
second coat can be applied.

CONCRETE OIL IS SUITABLE 
FOR:
> NEARLY ALL TYPES OF  
   EXPOSED CONCRETE
> ARTIFICIAL STONES
> SCREED
> MICROPOROUS NATURAL  
   STONE (POLISHED, GRINDED,  
   BREAK, SURFACE)
> UNGLAZED TILES

CONCRETE 
OIL: NAT-
URALLY
FROM THE
OIL EXPERTS
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HOLIDAY DESTINATION HOME:

GET CREATIVE WITH
WOOD AND COLOUR

WHERE DO YOU FEEL MOST COMFORTABLE? 
OBVIOUSLY AT HOME.
After all, here is where you can freely shape your 
life, tackle things by yourself, and create something 
new or beautiful as you please. With Osmo wood 
and coatings, you can now design your home 
exactly the way you want it to be.

WITH OSMO, YOUR HOME WILL BE EVEN 
MORE BEAUTIFUL.
Summer is the perfect time for projects with 
wood and finishes. As specialists in wood and 
wood-friendly coatings, Osmo shows you what 
wood and finishes have to offer. We give tips on 
how to get creative with our products. Turn your 
home into your favourite holiday destination.

On our website under Inspiration, you can find 
great tips for do-it-yourself projects.

Do you still have plans in the drawer that you have always 
wanted to carry out? Or do you need ideas? Treat yourself 
to a creative holiday at home, with fresh ideas and lots of 
breaks in between.

FEEL AT HOME.
 CREATE YOUR VERY 

OWN GARDEN.

CHECK OUT OUR
 ENTIRE RANGE

OF COATINGS AT 
WWW.OSMO.COM.

DO IT
YOURSELF:

IMPLEMENT
YOUR IDEAS
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BUILD IT YOURSELF:
YOUR GARDEN HIGHLIGHT: A RAISED FLOWERBED 

A herb garden is not just an aesthetic highlight of every garden. It smells good in summer 
evenings – harvest fresh basil, thyme or rosemary every day. Both kitchen and medicinal herbs 
do not require much care and usually thrive on their own. In a raised flowerbed, they grow 
faster and there are fewer weeds because the main flight of seeds takes place on the ground.

A raised flowerbed in a class of its very own is what André Schwabe has made. The bed ar- 
rangement and the white structure - made of narrow wooden beams – are what makes this 
raised flowerbed special. For André, it should create an aesthetic highlight in the garden and 
include a bench to enjoy the smells. The smaller flowerbed on the side is suitable for planting 
herbs separately. The writing “Herb Garden” gives the whole thing a decorative touch. Want to 
build your own raised flowerbed?

André Schwabe
When blogger André Schwabe, known as 
A. S. WOODWORKER ©, approaches his 
wood projects, he likes to fall back on Osmo 
products. The designer and wood enthu-
siast built this unique raised flowerbed with 
Osmo wood and finishes.

Facebook: andre.schwabe.woodworker
Instagram: andre.schwabe

OSMO 
DECKING-OIL 

019 GREY 
TRANSPARENT

OSMO 
COUNTRY

COLOUR WHITE 
2101

SUCCESS
WITH OSMO
COUNTRY
COLOUR
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COMPLETELY NEW OR OLD 
TREASURES REFRESHED

Wood and colour go together well when coordinated correctly - like with 
Osmo. Then everything in your garden can be colourful. And best of all: 
wood that has been treated with Osmo finishes can be refreshed again 
and again - usually without sanding. Looking for a new colour?  
Just give it a try.

A NEW COAT

A UNICORN IN THE GARDEN
For a period of time, we ran into unicorns everywhere: 
they stand for an optimistic outlook towards life and 
symbolize the good in the world. This example not only 
inspires children who are allowed to ride it, but has 
also made many new fans at Osmo.

OSMO COUNTRY 
COLOR USED 
CREATIVELY AND 
INDIVIDUALLY

ALMOST MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN 
NEWLY BOUGHT
With our Garden Colour Traffic Grey 7542 
and Osmo Flat Brush, this high chair 
looks like new.

NEW:
GARDEN
COLOUR
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FOR ALL STAGES IN LIFE 
This baby's room with a freshly coated, 
homemade changing table could have come 
straight out of a design catalogue. Our Wood 
Wax Finish 3186 White Matt was used here. 
High quality wooden children's furniture is 
wonderfully suited to renovation: it lasts for 
generations and only the surface wears out, 
so such furniture can be restored again and 
again. 

THE PRIDE OF THE GARDEN
This new garage is really impressive.  
The wood finish harmonizes perfectly 
with the dark window frames and doors. 
The planters give the garage a friendly 
touch.

WELCOMING AFTER A NEW COAT
This barn door has been recoated with Osmo Country  
Colour 2404 Fir Green. This darker shade of green forms  
a nice contrast to the red brick masonry. 

A REALLY 
IMPRESSIVE 
PROJECT – COATED
IN OSMO

SIMPLY PERFECT, 
IN FIR GREEN

WONDERFUL, 
A LOVINGLY 
FURNISHED
BABY'S ROOM.

Have an idea for a 
project with Osmo 

products?
Share your favourite project 
with us. Send your photos to 

info@osmo.de! We look  
forward to receiving  

your ideas.
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A NEW
COLOUR,
A NEW
LEASE
OF LIFE

CUSTOM COLOURS: 
HAVE THE COLOUR 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
MIXED TO ORDER 
– STARTING 
FROM 2.5 L.

Garden fences, garden 
sheds, playgrounds or 
timber cladding can shine 
easily in a new light thanks 
to new Osmo Garden 
Colour.

NEW:
GARDEN
COLOUR

15
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HIGH COVERAGE AND SHORT 
DRYING TIME
Regardless of whether you want to 
coat a fence, your garden shed or the 
playground equipment for your children 
in the garden, two coats in one day are 
now easily done. Garden Colour dries 
very quickly; it does not need any primer 
– that saves time and money. The high 
opacity and the even, satin finish give  
the wood a fresh look. The coating is 
microporous, is hardly susceptible to 
dirt and stains, and will not crack, peel 
or flake. Our Garden Colour works with 
almost no solvents and is, therefore,  
also suitable for children's playgrounds.

GET COLOURFUL

Your wooden fence needs a fresh coat? 
If you want to add colour accents and are 
looking for a new colour, you will find what 
you are looking for with our Garden Colour. 
The bolder the colour, the more dominant it 
looks. It can either create a strong contrast 
to the house colour or suit the colour of 
the house, in other words keeping with the 
same colour scheme, which creates a truly 
harmonious look. The selected colour can 
also be easily adjusted for window frames, 
wooden doors or garden sheds and turn 
the entire property into a real eye catcher. 

LIGHT-DARK 
COMBINATIONS WITH
SOFT COLOURS LOOK 
HARMONIOUS.

For over 10 years, this small wooden wagon has 
stood in the Duncan’s garden. Miranda Duncan's 
greatest wish: breathe new life into her old play-
house, make it the jewel of the garden and be  
able to use it again. Her grandfather bought the  
playhouse for her and her brother. Thanks to new 
Osmo Garden Colour, after sanding away the old 
coating, a new coat could be applied without any 
primer - quickly and easily.

Suitable for 
children's toys

Safe for 
humans, animals 
& plants

Tested acc. DIN EN 71.3; 
resistant to saliva and 
perspiration

(when dry) 
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Especially in housing estates where the houses 
often look identical, for example terraced houses 
or holiday villages, accents can be created with 
Osmo Garden Colour. The colour of choice not only 
reflects the personality of the house’s residents, but 
also various colours break up the appearance of the 
street. Our tip: before choosing a colour, find out 
which guidelines apply to your housing estate. 

CUSTOM COLOURS AVAILABLE
Your favourite colour is not in our 
standard range? The colour of your 
choice can be easily ordered from your 
local Osmo dealer. Starting from 2.5 l 
per colour, Osmo mixes RAL and NCS 
colours to order.

CLADDING: ACCENTS FOR  
INDIVIDUALITY AND ORIENTATION

Osmo offers Garden Colour in different colours, 
each one with its own effect. Warm tones, like our 
7103 Signal Yellow, have a heart-warming,  
welcoming feeling, while cooler tones, like Osmo 
7519 Capri Blue, give the feeling of a fresh sea 
breeze. Decide for yourself what suits best. 

VARIOUS EFFECTS WITH  
OSMO GARDEN COLOUR

Use our sample sachets to make 
a trial application. Simply request 
sample sachets in the desired 
colours from your local Osmo 
dealer.

7103 SIGNAL
YELLOW OPAQUE

7505 JET BLACK
OPAQUE

7716 ANTHRACITE 
GREY OPAQUE

7542 TRAFFIC
GREY A OPAQUE 

7738 AGATE
GREY OPAQUE

7535 LIGHT GREY
OPAQUE

7262 PURE
WHITE OPAQUE

7500 TRAFFIC
WHITE OPAQUE

7519 CAPRI
BLUE OPAQUE

7530 FLAME
RED OPAQUE

7629 MINT
GREEN OPAQUE

7283 PINE 
GREEN OPAQUE

7511 BROWN
RED OPAQUE

7119 GREY
BEIGE OPAQUE

7817 CHOCOLATE
BROWN OPAQUE
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ADD
ACCENTS 

NEW 
TO THE OSMO

RANGE
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NEW: GARDEN COLOUR

Two coats in one day:  
Our new Garden Colour dries very quickly – just simply 
apply, without priming, without sanding. It has an even 
satin sheen and high hiding power. The low-solvent 
finish is microporous and hardly susceptible to dirt, 
and it will not crack, peel or flake. 
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A landmark for the wood industry in the region - this is how the 
famous art installation “Song of the Forest” by the artist Wang 
Wen-Chih in Chiayi, Taiwan can be described. The local forest 
areas shape the nature of the region and, at the same time, 
form the basis of its economy. Besides rattan and copper, 
railway sleepers and boulders give the structure a 
unique character. The main part, however, consists 
of wood. 

ETERNITY FOR A 
WORK OF ART
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Taiwan

WOOD COATING FOR LIFE-LONG BEAUTY
Osmo is the only manufacturer to finish their wood 
products with coatings developed and produced 
in-house. Osmo coatings bond with the wood and 
let it breathe. Exactly the right choice for a work of 
art as natural, airy and flooded with light as “Song 
of the Forest”. One year is what it took to install the 
work of art. So that it endures a much longer time, 
all wooden surfaces are coated with One Coat Only 
HSPlus from Osmo. 

NATURE AT THE HEARTS OF OSMO AND 
WANG WEN-CHIH
Wang Wen-Chih uses natural materials for his works 
of art and aims to lead art lovers and visitors back 
to their roots in nature. He learned the traditional 
craft techniques for creating his works of art in the 
mountains of his home region of Chiayi. Both Osmo 
and the Artist are committed to preserving nature in 
different ways. 

LONG-LASTING PROTECTION SAVES TIME AND 
MONEY
One Coat Only HSPlus prevents the wood from 
swelling and increases its durability. It protects the 
wooden elements against the influences of the 
warm and humid climate in Chiayi; it makes the 
structure weather-resistant and UV-stable as well as 
water-repellent. Osmo One Coat Only HSPlus is low 
in solvents and is produced without any biocides 
or preservatives. This coating based on natural 
ingredients is safe for humans, animals and plants. 
When after many years of wind and rain have worn 
the coating away, it can easily be recoated - without 
any sanding. 

OSMO ONE COAT ONLY HSPLUS 
PROTECTS LANDMARK  
IN TAIWAN

AN INTERPLAY 
OF LIGHT AND 

SHADOWS. 
A TEMPLE OF 

SPIRITUAL PEACE. 
A PLACE FOR 

ETERNITY.

How to use Osmo One Coat 
Only HSPlus

Of course, our One Coat Only HSPlus 
protects not only tourist attractions, 
but also carports, timber cladding, 
balconies, fencing, pergolas, garden 
furniture and sheds. One Coat Only 
HSPlus is also suitable for renewing 
old, microporous wood stains. Due 
to its high solids content, it is very 
economical: one litre covers approx. 
26 square metres. One Coat Only 
HSPlus smoothens the wood surface 
and will not crack, peel or flake. This 
transparent, satin wood stain based 
on natural oils is available in 13 
different colours. 

A CHOICE OF 
COLOURS TO 
IMPRESS
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WELL-MAINTAINED
THROUGHOUT

THE YEAR

HOW TO ENJOY YOUR GARDEN
DECK AND FURNITURE FOR LONG

TIME THANKS TO OSMO

SPRING CLEAN REFRESH RECOAT
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SPRING CLEAN
Decking made of untreated and oiled wood is 
cleaned effectively with our Decking Cleaner. 
Depending on how dirty the garden deck is, mix 
the concentrate with water in a ratio of 1:25 to 1:1, 
and apply with Osmo Decking Cleaning Brush. 
For back-friendly working, simply connect Decking 
Cleaning Brush to Osmo System Telescopic Handle. 
A particular deep cleaning is achieved with Osmo 
Decking and Flooring Cleaning Machine:  
available from your local Osmo  
dealer. Find the right dealer in  
your area at: www.osmo.com

REFRESH
Restore greyed wood to its natural colour – with 
Osmo Wood Reviver Power-Gel. Simply apply, 
leave to work and scrub with plenty of water. Osmo 
Wood Reviver Power-Gel helps in three ways: in one 
step, the surface is cleaned, old flaky coatings are 
dissolved, and the grey patina is removed.

Osmo Paint Remover Gel removes old oil-based 
wood finishes and stains powerfully. This paste-like 
gel is used in the same way as Osmo Wood Reviver 
Power-Gel with a brush or with Decking and Flooring 
Cleaning Machine. We recommend treating the wood 
surface afterwards with an Osmo Decking-Oil.  
Before the application, the surface  
must first be neutralized with Osmo  
Wood Reviver Power-Gel after drying.

Wood will withstand sunlight, frost and moisture for many years 
– with regular protection and care that is suitable for wood.  
No matter whether it is decking, a garden shed, fencing or 
garden furniture: the Osmo range always has the right care 
product for you. Our tip: moss and dirt settle more easily on 
horizontal surfaces than on vertical ones. So, special attention 
should be paid to timber decking.

RECOAT
Once you have cleared the decking of dirt and 
weathering, it's time to coat. Our Decking-Oil 
smoothens the wood surface and make it repellent 
to dirt and water. Osmo has developed a whole 
range of Decking-Oil variants for individual wood 
species: they differ in colour or in penetration 
depth. Osmo Decking Brush is suitable for applying 
our Decking-Oil to the surface. It is also included 
in the Decking Brush Set - along with a tray, tray 
inserts and an Osmo Flat Brush.

WHICH COATING IS RIGHT? 
For your decking, we have developed a wide range 
of Decking-Oil variants – depending on the require-
ments. Fences, garden sheds, gables and balco-
nies can also be treated with different products, for 
example Natural Oil Woodstain or UV-Protection-Oil. 
Osmo Anti-Slip Decking Oil is especially suited to 
stairs and pool decks. For a particularly long life, 
for example, for garden furniture, playgrounds and 
sandboxes, use Country Colour or Garden Colour. 
Teak-Oil Spray is particularly useful for treating 
chairs or tables with many edges and corners.  
Our tip: make a list of your wooden items and 
surfaces in the garden. Ask your local dealer which 
Osmo products you can use to maintain and protect 
your garden furnishings properly.
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